Cantilever biosensor reader using a common-path, holographic optical interferometer Henrik We demonstrate an optical reader principle aimed at monitoring biologically induced deflections of microcantilevers often used in biosensor systems. The principle is based on a so-called common-path optical interferometer in which the two interfering optical beams are copropagating, which makes the system less sensitive to external disturbances. A detection limit of around 1 nm's deflection is demonstrated. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. ͓doi:10.1063/1.3522888͔
Microcantilever-based biosensors are devices that are capable of detecting binding affinities between biomolecules, such as proteins and DNA. 1, 2 Typically, an array of cantilevers is coated individually on one side with dedicated capture molecules that are able to bind to specific target biomolecules. Hence, upon exposure to a test specimen containing unknown agents, each cantilever will react differently, depending on the composition of target molecules in the sample. Upon attachment of target molecules, the cantilevers deflect due to surface tensions induced by the binding events. Typically, the observed deflections amount to some tens or hundreds of nanometers and a very sensitive reading device with a limit of detection around 1 nm is therefore needed to monitor the binding processes at sufficient accuracy. [3] [4] [5] [6] The most commonly used reader is the optical lever method, inspired by the read-out principle in atomic force microscopy. 2, 7 Here, the apex of each cantilever is illuminated by a laser beam that is reflected toward a position sensitive detector ͑PSD͒. Thus, a deflection of the cantilever results in a movement of the laser spot on the PSD. The optical lever method is extremely sensitive ͑limit-ofdetection down to 0.1 nm͒. However, so far, the realization of high-density arrays has been hampered by the fact that each laser beam needs careful alignment with its corresponding PSD. One way to get around this problem was presented by Yue et al. 3 who used one single laser beam to read out a two-dimensional array of ten cantilevers in parallel. The reflected ten beamlets were in this case simply captured by a charge-coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera and, hence, by using simple computer tracking algorithms, it was possible to monitor all ten static deflections at the same time. There are, however, two drawbacks using this technique. One is that the low bandwidth of the CCD camera ͑typically a few hertz͒ eliminates the possibility of dynamic read-out, in which case the cantilevers are set to vibrate in the kilohertz regime. 2 Another drawback is that the achievable density of cantilevers is limited by diffraction of the beamlets. That is, the smaller the cantilevers-and thereby the beamlets-the larger the spots at the camera, which eventually will overlap and cause cross-talk.
A second technique is based on an array of lasers that are focused at a corresponding array of cantilevers from which the beams are reflected toward a single PSD. The lasers are then time-multiplexed to make a sequential reading of the deflections. 8 However, because the response of the PSD is very sensitive to initial positioning of the individual beams, this method is not suitable for large-numbered arrays, as each cantilever would require its own alignment.
In the present paper we demonstrate an alternative optical detection mechanism based on a so-called common-path interferometer that ͑i͒ does not require laborious alignment, ͑ii͒ potentially can be used in both dynamic and static modes, and ͑iii͒ can be applied in high-density arrays with very narrow cantilevers.
The basic reader setup is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A vertical cavity surface emitting laser ͑VCSEL͒ ͑Optowell SS67-4U001, single mode, = 670 nm, Jeonju-si, Korea͒ emits a diverging beam toward a collimating lens. After passing through a beam splitter the beam impinges on a holographic a͒ Electronic mail: hcpe@fotonik.dtu.dk.
FIG. 1.
͑Color online͒ Basic principle of the cantilever reader, based on a holographic common-path interferometer. VCSEL= vertical cavity surface emitting laser, L1 = L2 = lens ͑focal length= 25 mm͒, BS= beam splitter, HOE= holographic optical element ͑double focusing element with focal length= 35 mm͒, CL= cantilever, and PD= photo detector. The S rays represent secondary beams that are not used for detection. optical element ͑HOE͒ that comprises two superimposed holograms. The holograms are designed to generate two focused spots at the cantilever positioned 35 mm from the HOE. The spots are separated by 180 m along the cantilever.
The cantilever is metal-coated and, hence, reflects the two beams back toward the HOE as diverging beams. Here, the HOE converts each of the diverging beams into two collimated beams, of which two are codirectional. These beams are redirected by the beam splitter and focused by a second lens at a photodetector. As the beams originate from different spots on the cantilever, a deflection of the cantilever will introduce path length differences between the beams, causing the detected intensity to vary due to interference. This is the basic sensor principle. The off-directional secondary beams S are not used in this setup.
It should be noted that for clarity, the beam separations shown in Fig. 1 are highly exaggerated. In reality, the separations between the foci are ϳ1 / 100 of the HOE's focal length. As opposed to a conventional Michelson interferometer, this interferometer is referred to as a common-path type, 9 since the out-and ingoing interfering beams are here propagating merely along the same paths. This is highly advantageous because thermally induced mechanical distortions in the setup as well as fluctuating air currents will tend to have identical influences on both beam paths, making the system less sensitive to these disturbances. Hence, drift problems are expected to be minimized.
The HOE is manufactured by using the design procedure for analog holography described by Latta. 10 In our case we expose a photoresist film ͑Shipley SP1818, Towne Technologies, Sommerville, NJ͒ to two interfering laser beams from a HeCd laser ͑wavelength= 442 nm͒, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Here, a collimated beam R with an angle of incidence of 27.8°interferes with a focused beam O with a mean angle of incidence of 0°. The focal distance of the latter is 53.2 mm behind the film. This creates a hologram that focuses the collimated 670 nm beam at the desired 35 mm distance, as illustrated. After first exposure, the film is translated by 180 m along the x direction, followed by a second exposure. In this manner, two identical holograms are superimposed in the film, resulting in two separated focused beams when the film is illuminated by the collimated VCSEL beam. Each spot has a diameter of 7 m ͑1 / e 2 ͒, as documented in Fig. 3 .
The cantilever used here was fabricated in SU-8 epoxy resin ͑MicroChem Inc., Newton, MA 02164-1418, USA͒ with a gold coating on top and with the dimensions 1 ϫ 50 ϫ 300 m. Typically, it is desirable for biosensor applications to have a resolution down to ϳ1 nm's deflection of the cantilever. In order to test this, a cantilever chip is glued onto a 170 m thick microscope cover glass, as illustrated in Fig.  4͑a͒ . The tip of the cantilever is supported by a small SU-8 pedestal, in order to make a controlled lift of the tip. The glass plate is clamped to a tool that also holds a piezotranslator, at which the "free" end of the glass plate is resting. When the piezotranslator is moved up and down, a signifi- cant down-scaling of the cantilever movement compared to the piezomovement is achieved because of the different distances to the pivot point of the glass plate. A photograph of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ .
To calibrate the cantilever movement, a gradual lift is conducted that leads to a complete minimum-to-maximum sinusoidal variation of the detector signal. This corresponds to a total deflection of / 4 = 167.5 nm. The piezotranslator is subsequently set to give a Ϯ2 nm periodic cantilever deflection. The resulting detector signal is shown in Fig. 5 . Here, it is clearly verified that deflections down to 1 nm may be resolved easily.
The reader system described above is easily extended to monitor arrays of cantilevers. This is achieved simply by replacing the single VCSEL by an array of VCSELs aligned along the z axis, as shown in Fig. 6 . Since the lens L1 and the HOE together work as a double-imaging system, the array of VCSELs is nicely double-imaged at the array of cantilevers. In a similar manner, the HOE together with the beam splitter and the lens L2 act as a double-imaging system that combines the 2 ϫ 5 array of reflected beams at the photodetector array. Note that the secondary beams, referred to as S beams in Fig. 1 , are omitted in Fig. 6 for simplicity.
Because of the imaging properties, the system does not require very careful alignment. For example, an initial tilt of a cantilever does not displace the corresponding light spot at the detector, as is the case for the typical PSD-based systems. Moreover, as the detector array comprises normal photodiodes, the bandwidth is sufficiently high to be operated in dynamic reading mode, unlike a camera-based system. Finally, as all the spots on the cantilevers are imaged at their corresponding detectors, cross-talk is largely inhibited. This is very important for large-density cantilever arrays where cantilever spacings down to tens of microns are desirable.
The commercial potential of the system we believe is quite strong, mainly due to the system's large tolerance to varying initial deflections of the individual cantilevers. Moreover, the system is perfectly capable of working in both air and ͑transparent͒ liquids, just as in a conventional optical lever detection system.
In conclusion, we have reported a new cantilever reader system based on a common-path, holographic interferometer. It is demonstrated that the system is capable of detecting small deflections down to 1 nm and we have suggested a suitable extension of the system to encompass reading of cantilever arrays. The system can be used both in dynamic and static mode and it offers advantages compared to conventional systems in terms of reduced cross-talk. Here the transmitter system L1-HOE double-images an array of five VCSELs at an array of five cantilevers ͑for simplicity, only reading beams 1 are shown in full͒ after which the receiver system HOE-BS-L2 combines the reflected beams from the cantilevers at a corresponding photodetector array. The imaging properties of the two systems inhibit cross-talk.
